ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

CHEYENNE TRANSITION (CYS.LANDR9): From over CYS VORTAC on CYS R-099 and BFF R-173 to LIBIE, then on DVV R-038 to LANDR. Thence. . . .

ELJAY TRANSITION (ELJAY.LANDR9): From over ELJAY on GLL R-060 to FONTO, then on SNY R-214 and DVV R-038 to LANDR. Thence. . . .

SCOTTSBLUFF TRANSITION (BFF.LANDR9): From over BFF VORTAC on BFF R-173 to LIBIE, then on DVV R-038 to LANDR. Thence. . . .

SIDNEY TRANSITION (SNY.LANDR9): From over SNY VOR/DME on SNY R-214 to FONTO, then on SNY R-214 and DVV R-038 to LANDR. Thence. . . .

YANKI TRANSITION (YANKI.LANDR9): From over YANKI on SNY R-062 to SNY VOR/DME, then on SNY R-214 and DVV R-038 to LANDR. Thence. . . .

. . . from over LANDR on DVV R-038 to DVV VORTAC. Expect RADAR vectors to the final approach course at or before DVV VORTAC.